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1. A de-bV/efing of the eighteen Special Branch

officers on duty in Lewisham on 13 August 1977 was held

in Special Branch under the chairmanship of Superintendent

3jl111111 - Personal accounts and views of these officers

on all aspects of the day's events were discussed at

length and,the following analysis of the material obtained

attempts to define the tactics of demonstrators and

to examine the effectiveness of police action to neutralise

them.

2. Any concise analysis of the situation must assume

in the reader a general grasp of the background to the

National Front march; the basically laudable intentions

of the earlier All Lewisham Campaign Against Racialism

and Fascism counter-demomatration, and the more sinister

motives behind the actiSities organised by the ultra

left - the Socialist Workers Party, on that day.

3. Briefly the events of the day can be summarised

as follows:

The ALCARAF counter march

This was a peaceful march involving some 5,000

demonstrators, who assembled at Ladyvell Recreation
GroupokAnd wage:Allowed to march over part of
the route originally intended to be covered by

the NF later in the day. This demonstration

dispersed at a police cordon at Loampit Hill

an hour before assembly of the NF.

This marela:4* become symbolic during the weeks

before thf03-th. It had to take place and take

place it did, albeit with the protection of

uniform police. Its final route was changed by

police as pr*arranged at the very last minute H.
and was shorter than either the NF or the left-

wing expected. However, having started punctually

at 3 pm from Achilles Street thitaarch arrived
t Cressingham Road without mishap at 3.55 Pm

shortly afterwards, the participants
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The-diCis on of t ád the AL ARLFrnarcb

, to disperse in Loampit Hill was clearly a surprise.

The police cordon was soon withdrawn and the remaining

participants of the march made their way as instructed
by stewards to Clifton Rise.

- 7. Uniform police wOrik bab-ically deployed in large
numbers to the north of NPw Cross Road. This left
the south side of this 1-.)ad virtually under the control
of trotskyists. A otreat number of missiles were hurled
at police and these were tossed forward over th,P 1-eads
of demonstrators to reacr the t nowen=. WhD dispeLssi th

8. When the nar'h set off, , ounter demonstratore
in New Cross Road were oortrolled wtn some difficulty
and another police oordon attempted to stop demonstrators

:moving into Lewisham Way. It is olear from accounts
of Special Branch officers the demonstration that if the .

: latter police cordon *as intended to stop the demonstrators
moving south or to dilipert them to the west, then it failed.
With their maps, it was a simple matter for the demonstratorl

0 to iy-nass police through one of the side roads into
Le am '44a.y and on into the virtually unpoliced area

:her

9. The mob had by this time attracted a great number
of black hooligans who jauntily strolled along Lewisham
Way openly brandishing weapons and missiles in their
'Jhats and scarves. On one occasion a group of about
40 black youths set about a lone uniformed officer in
- Loampit Vale kicking him to the ground. When two police,
motor-cyclists came to his aid, the group strolled away.
laughing . NO one had been arrested.,

10. y '.30 pm the north end of Lewisham High Ctreet
hod beoome oompletely blocked by a buildp of dpmonstrato

-c waylay the NF march if it proceeded south.
had -,dr-ar:yd over the preceeding 1 hci.rs and was

unhampered by police presence. Persons were seen br: in
. in ori:ka from *.::nearby demolition site in siipermarket --
trc.,:eys and a numb-!r of left-wing thugs. with tr..-
clear intention D.i* causing violence, had arrived with
'helmets, goggles, plastic bottles and staves. .. . .

„
A large biljk of timber and other barriers had been

pulled by the demrstrators at the Clock Tower across
Lee Bridge and Lewisham HL.th Street and by 4 pm the whole

a was saturated by demonstrators. :4 police cordon across
_Wisham Road forced the demonstrator* back on themselves
id police reinforcpmentc arpving_ivooaches, presumably
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from the vibinity of Clifton Rise were stopped by demonstrators,
their windows smashed and in one instance the civilian
driver partially pulled from his seat in fear of his life.
Both police end hire coaches suffered this affront and
were obliged to retire to Loampit Vale. The demonstrators
now fired their full venom upon police and kept up the
largest barrage of missiles so far. The frost ranks of
demonstrators would press-450400:PoliC14:then at a command,
withdraw quickly as a hail, ot,Idet4lea:vas dispensed
onto the police. Most mieSile*-VerOlAbrown by blacks,
and their enthusiasm soon caustalUemtuissiles intended
for police to land upon the front line daeonstrators and
those across the roved. The barricades were moved by
police and after thensany showers of bricks and debris
of the day, police were at last to take shelter behind
their new plastic shields.

12. The production of these protective shields had a
most striking effect upon the demonstrators. The immediate
shock caused them to recoil and retreat, thus giving the
police the undoubted upper hand.

1 3. The effect of the police with riot shields
unfortunately channelled demonstrators along Lewisham
High Street, And their retreat oodn became an attack upon
Lewisham Polic“tation. It wee the final sacrificial
burning by thEnfdemonstrators of'the'totor cycle which
seemed to calm things down, and in no time the streets :
were empty.

In all the events of the day placed a great strain
on police manpower and patience.

15. If lessons are to be leIrned, then IN:should
perhaps, look, at the feasabilitp of either preventing the
large build-up of demonstrators who eventually take
control of large areasv as for example in New Cross Road
and Lewisham High Street; or placing police detachments
where demonstrators can be prevented from using their:-
missile throwing tactics.

16. A large number of police were reouired to ensure
the safety of the NF march, yet elsewhere groups of youths
were openly flouting the law to the possible terror of
the public. It may be that police reserves should be
employed in patrolling other streets to prevent this.

17, e helicopter has aunique ability for surveillance
and the transmission of intelligence. When used irn:A similar
situatiea, it is hOperative that communications are good
and traaimitteCeniciently to the operations room.t

PAY.-58-R 1 5WWW:.
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The 'Use o the pro e' ive shields had a reinark e
effect in coiling the demonstrators, a fact referred
'many times by our officers at the receiving end. But

:the psychological value next time will have diminshed,-',,
will their usefulness when demonstrators devise tactless

to counteract them - the simple combination of rain and
flour bombs will certainly reduce their usefulness.

. -

'Tactic s may'bi thi,tine'for -i more poitive
approach by police to mob viclence:' Protective shields
Were seen as an aggressive gesture and the effect VaIS "
:Striking and whilst we should not be seen as the aggressor,
*here is a case for the systematic arrest of the active
Organisers at an early stage, and perhaps for meeting
violence with violence, or the expectation of it.

2-%

. .
In canclusiOn can be iiid that hitbeito such

violent demonstrafteta have taken place in comparatively ,
Confined situations and in localities where the local
population is neither sympathetic to demonstrators nor
antipathetic to police. Cognisance must be taken of
these two important points so that police resources are
not concentrated on a march or meeting to the detriment'
of areas nearby. Such areas should be as fully policed
as possible as an integral part of the police plane
fox.tbe demonstration._

This analyeie has pinpointed valuable inform i
on newly observed tactics employed by the violent lots
element and is a challenge to police to adapt their ,own
tactics to effectively counter them.

• One important facet, n my view, is that or
tactical intelligence on the day. Serious consideration
must be given to the uniform branch establishing its
own "intelligence arm" of groups of uniformed officers
vrhaps on a special wireless channel radio) observing

ana rsporti the charging pitnation to a special control
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intelligence is now out of th4:province of Special Branch
in serious violent confrontati*ns. , - . _ .
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